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FROM THE

DESK OF...

LATICRETE strongly believes in
relationships.
Hope you and your family members are hale & hearty.

Ritesh Singh
General Manager
LATICRETE Middle East and Africa

So much to reflect on in the past few weeks. The effect of COVID
19 has changed the dynamics of our lives, our business and our
communities to a large extent. As we begin our journey on the
road to recovery, as a responsible corporate, we abide by the
health & safety protocols laid down by the Govt. of UAE. We are
committed to the health and safety of our employees, customers
and all the fellow human beings associated with us.
Under the chairmanship of Mr. David Rothberg, we welcomed
Mr. Patrick Millot as CEO to LATICRETE in August 2020.
LATICRETE is founded on core values -- trust, integrity, ethics,
passion, commitment, innovation and customer centricity - and our
values are unwavering and continue to guide everything we do.
With our commitment to provide updated information about
our innovative products and services, we initiated a series of
training programs for architects, specifiers and distributors. These
webinars received appreciation as it allowed influencers to update
the product knowledge from their preferred location. It relies
on an integrated digital electronic environment where it offers
training opportunities through the LATICRETE e-university portal
and provides ways of guidance & direction. Additionally, product
trainings were conducted for the internal team as well.
LATICRETE strongly believes in relationships and this belief shaped
another initiative “Family Get-together” organized for families of
our team members. It helped us to connect and relax even under
the difficult circumstances.
I hope you all keep your spirits high and enjoy the pleasant
weather and upcoming holidays.
Stay Safe Stay Healthy
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LATICRETE Names Patrick Millot CEO
Rothberg to retain Chairmanship, company staying 100% family-owned

Now, as Chairman, I see the same focused enthusiasm in Patrick
and am delighted that together, we will ensure continuity of our
culture and values, while he takes our innovation, customer centricity
and globalization to the next level. I am confident that Patrick will
effectively take up the mantle begun with my parents, and transition
seamlessly into his new role propelling LATICRETE forward.”

J

uly 20, 2020, Bethany, Conn. -- LATICRETE, a leading
manufacturer of globally proven flooring solutions, has named
Patrick Millot as its next Chief Executive Officer. He succeeds
David A. Rothberg, who continues as Chairman of the Board. Millot
joins LATICRETE on August 10, 2020 after a multi- faceted and
accomplished career with the Fortune Global 500 company, SaintGobain.
“I am thrilled and honored by this opportunity! LATICRETE is a
wonderful success story and a great global company with a leading
brand in construction,” said Millot, in a phone call from Lexington,
Massachusetts.
“Patrick comes to us after a successful career in manufacturing
and omni channel distribution for the industrial and construction
industries. Patrick’s experience running a larger globalized business
will be a booster rocket to accelerate all of the wonderful work done
to date at LATICRETE,” said Rothberg. “I remember the excitement,
forty-two years ago, when l came to work with my father, mother
and brother Henry at LATICRETE, a 100% family-owned business.
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Millot will be ably supported by the existing seasoned LATICRETE
corporate leadership team, who will now report to him. “I very much
look forward to working with Patrick. It is a prime opportunity to
reassess and prioritize opportunities within our businesses to provide
our clients more and better tools for use in a fastchanging business
environment,” said Edward Metcalf, President & COO LATICRETE
North America.
“I look forward to partnering with Patrick and leveraging his broad
international experience to accelerate the execution of our vision,”
said Erno de Bruijn, President and Chief Operating Officer of the
LATICRETE International Division.
Millot most recently served as CEO of Abrasives and Composites
Systems at Saint-Gobain, a manufacturer of high-performance
materials and building products. In this position, he led a division
overseeing 12,300 employees from 88 sites in 30 countries. Before
being promoted to Systems CEO, Millot served as President of the
Ceramic division, and previously as Vice President of corporate
planning, strategy and finance of the High Performance Materials
sector. He started his 24-year career at Saint-Gobain in finance
and strategy before being promoted to General Manager of the
Reinforcement Division. He earned an engineering degree from the
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris, holds a master’s
in Economics, a LL. M. in International and European law and is a
graduate from the Ecole Normale Supérieure. He is married and has
three sons. He will be relocating from Boston to Connecticut.
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Installation of this beautiful pool going on in Egypt for the
Sheraton Hotel, using LATICRETE® Swimming pool systems.
The team Khaled el Makati is working 18 hours a day to finish it on time! All flood tests went well.
Joseph Francois Dacosta and his team in Africa is executing it splendidly.
LATICRETE® Products: 4237 Latex Additive, 211 Powder, 9235 Waterproofing Membrane, 1600
Unsanded Grout.
You can read about this project story in the future focus article on an upcoming newsletter.

HYDRO BAN®
Application.
Wet area application for a 2000 sq m.
Shopping mall project at Ajman, UAE.,
using HYDRO BAN® waterproofing
membrane.
HYDRO BAN® is a liquid applied, thin
waterproofing anti-fracture membrane
that combines optimum performance
and unmatched productivity.
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Glass block window installation
with 8500 Glass Block Mortar.
8500 glass block mortar was used in the new office
building for the expansion of Khalifa Port - Abudhabi.
A glass block wall precisely defines the indoor and
outdoor living areas while allowing light to shine freely;
they need the right installation product like 8500 glass
block mortar to stay beautiful and stable.
8500 Glass block mortar is a high-strength, economical,
easy to use, and most suitable installation product for
fixing glass blocks. It is recommended for interior and
exterior use. It eliminates job site blending and provides a
factory-controlled mix for high performance.

Swimming Pool Project at
Rwanda - Africa
Beautiful Swimming for a residential villa in Kigali,
Rwanda.
LATICRETE® product used: 335 Premium + Tile
Adhesive - 1600 Unsanded Grout + 1776 Grout
Enhancer
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Al shatea Villas - Saudi Arabia
Al Shatea compound project at Saudi Arabia
including 20 Villas with swimming pools, wet
cladding and interior applications.
LATICRETE® Product used: 254 Platinum and
325 Premium Tile Adhesive

LATAFINISH Wall Putty
Mockup.
LATAFINISH Wall Putty Mockup
Test application of LATAFINISH wall putty
for a villa community project at Dubai.
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Tile Installation at Rak
An ongoing project at Novo Cinema Ras Al Khaimah, being used to fix the tiles is 254 Platinum Adhesive.
254 Platinum is an ultimate one-step, polymer fortified, thin-set mortar for interior and exterior installation of ceramic tile, porcelain tile, Gauged
Porcelain Tile Panels/Slabs (GPTP), stone, quarry tile, pavers, and brick.

Pathway project at Sharjah
While on an evening walk in Sharjah our
team member Kumar Swamy noticed a
LATICRETE® product unloaded near a project
site for a hardscape pathway project. The
product was 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed.
In the UAE, LATICRETE® products are used
for most of the government projects such as
tunnels and pathways.
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Training for RAK
Ceramics
Our customized training program with
our product installation partner Rak
Ceramics was held at their office in
Dubai.
This customized training program with
our ‘product installation partner’ Rak
Ceramics, was held at their office in
Dubai.

RAK Ceramics is one of the largest ceramics brands in the world. Headquartered in the
emirate of Ras Al Khaimah in the United Arab Emirates, RAK Ceramics has an annual
production capacity of 110 million square metres of tiles, 5 million pieces of sanitaryware,
24 million pieces of porcelain tableware and 600,000 pieces of faucets.
This special training program for Rak Ceramics Sales members was led by the Laticrete
technical team and along with our Sales and Marketing teammates.

Hands-on
Team LATICRETE Middle East, first experience with the new improved SPECTRALOCK® Pro
Premium Grout.
SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout is a patented, high-performance epoxy grout which
offers excellent color uniformity, durability, stain protection, and beautiful, full grout joints
in an easy-to-use, non-sag formula.
AHLAN LATICRETE -2020 Quarter 3: Newsletter
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Training for Al Forsan Ceramics KSA
The customized training program was organized by Mr. Vivek Mohile
(GM LATICRETE KSA) for the Projects and Retail sales team of Al Forsan.
Forsan Ceramics is a brand of the umbrella company Star Industrial Holdings. Al
Forsan Global Industrial Complex is based in the King Abdullah Economic City and
enjoys a competitive edge over many domestic and international ceramic and
porcelain manufacturers. Having been established as recently as 2011, it has
been able to invest in the latest machinery and deploy the best techniques and
technology in the industry along with the highest quality raw materials.

Talented kids from the family!

Rochelle Abreo (4th grade), the daughter of a LATICRETE
technical salesman Francis Abreo, often hears about the
features of several products from her father. That’s how
she came up with the idea to make a quick informative
video of a product called LATAFINISH Wall putty. We
posted the beautifully shot video on our Instagram
official page.
In the picture, she holds the Laticrete logo that she drew
to use as the background for the video.
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This morning’s home school “art class” brought
to you by leftover LATICRETE products. Addy
(1st grade) picked the tile and pattern, mixed
thinset, learned directional troweling, then set
her tile. It was her idea to make sample boards
for our showroom and she was proud of what
she created.» - Proud Daddy, Matt Welner,
Owner of Blue Ridge Tile & Stone in Hickory,
North Carolina, USA

Safety is part of our culture.
Adrian Rivera, LATICRETE Rep in
Florida, USA is teaching the future
generation, his grandson, how to be
safe…starting at home and maybe
on the jobsite in a few years
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Congratulations to our retail partner Primetech Trading, on the occasion of their new
showroom inauguration at Sajja, Sharjah. You have proved once again that hard work pays off! May your business
prosper even more in the years to come.

Showroom
Branding!
Showroom branding at Indiana
Building Material Trading at
Dubai.
Taking the initiative with our
retail partners, LATICRETE
Middle East continues to
strengthen our retail presence
with in-store branding and
promotions.
This is an important initiative
undertaken to spread awareness
amongst our retailers and
customers alike.

AHLAN LATICRETE -2020 Quarter 3: Newsletter
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International
Expand your knowledge and enhance
your career by taking these 4 training
tutorials featuring the 2020 Launch
Window 2 products (North America).
Access the Tutorials (login or create a free account):
www.laticreteuniversity.com
1. FRACTURE BAN™ SC - quick and easy to apply liquid rubber
polymer for use on any interior, exterior and horizontal tile or stone
installation needing anti-fracture protection.
2. 170.5 Sound & Crack Isolation Mat - high performance antifracture / sound and crack isolation membrane designed to reduce the
transmission of impact noise.
3. STONETECH® Luxury Vinyl & Laminate Cleaner - learn how to
use this spray-and wipe, no-rinse, daily cleaner to quickly and safely
remove tough dirt, grease, dust and everyday spills on all vinyl and
laminate floors and counter tops without dulling the surface.
4. MVIS™ Lite Wall Float - super lightweight mortar developed with
the installer in mind. Learn the benefits and how to mix and install it.

Day

Insane Custom Glow-In-The-Dark
Flooring For a Backyard Shop!
Amazing 3,200 s.f. garage floor is done with a custom LATICRETE®
polyaspartic floor coating system by the team international.
You too can have this dream garage or install it for one of your clients
(P.s. what a way to differentiate yourself from the competition!)
This project was done for EvanShanks YouTuber and car enthusiast in
the Dallas, Texas area.
Process:
1. Shot blast for surface prep to CSP 3
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Night

2. VAPOR BAN™ ER pigmented white for the base primer coat / moisture
mitigation system
3. One coat of SPARTACOTE™ FLEX XPL (clear)
4. Added several custom glow in the dark SPARTACOTE™ Chip (flakes) blends into
the XPL clear
Clear top coat of SPARATACOTE XPL (clear) with traction additive
5. SPARTACOTE XPL black line stripe around specific areas to make it pop
Looks great during the day and at night!
Want to learn more, message us!
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to weara anon-medical
non-medical mask
safely
HowHow
to wear
fabric
mask safely

How to wear a
medical mask
safely

Do’s

A fabric mask can protect others around you. To protect yourself and prevent the
spread of COVID-19, remember to keep at least 1 metre distance from others, clean
your hands frequently and thoroughly, and avoid touching your face and mask.
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SWIMMING POOLS AT
ARABELLA MUDON DUBAI
FOR ADULTS (3) & KIDS (3)

Project : The Arabella Mudon
Contractor : Green And More Landscaping
Consultant: Parson , Cracknell
Location: Dubai
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The Background
The Arabella Mudon community has superb
proximity to major highways including Emirates
Road and Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Road,
but the development’s community centre, gym
and fitness studio provide convenient retail
and dining outlets, as well as further fitness
facilities to residents.
As one of the top developers in the UAE, Dubai
Properties offers premium houses for sale in
Dubai, residential developments and luxury
communities to buy apartments and flats in
Dubai alongside expertly crafted luxury homes,
townhouses, villas and apartments for sale in
UAE that people are proud to call home.
As part of this stunning project, LATICRETE was
able to collaborate with various contractors.
The LATICRETE product has been used in a
wide variety of applications, mainly on floors,
facades and swimming pools.
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This project spotlight talks on 6 swimming
pools (2000 sq m.) built for adults and
children in collaboration with Green & More
Landscape LLC.
Green & More Landscape is a leading
landscaping contractor based in Dubai and
across the UAE who provides professional
and comprehensive design, development,
installation and maintenance services.
We are committed to continuing to provide
a proven installation system that maintains
the desired reputation of Green & More
Landscape.
Mr. Hamesh Jayamanne (Project Manager
- Green & More Landscape) explained the
specifications, details, and nature of the project
in consultation with LATICRETE representatives.
“The experience of working together on
previous several projects and trust in the value
of the LATICRETE brand and their products
inspired us to work with LATICRETE again,”
Hamesh said.
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The Challenge
The most significant challenge is to convince
the consultant about the importance of the
LATICRETE waterproofing system, which
includes preparation of the surface, tile
adhesive as well as grouts to be used with a
LATICRETE waterproofing product.

performance epoxy grout that offers color
uniformity, durability and stain resistance with
extraordinary ease of use.
The LATICRETE products involved in this
great project has been used in a variety of
applications in collaboration with various
contractors, mainly Facade applications and
swimming pool applications.

A LATICRETE Solution

The outcome

Green & More Landscape, worked with the
LATICRETE Technical Services team to design
suitable systems and procedures for this
swimming project. Covering a combined area
of over 2,000 square meters, the following
LATICRETE products were specified and
approved for us on-site:

To fulfill the specifications suggested by
the contracting company, architects and
consultants, our team members, especially Mr.
Amit Vyas from the specification team, Mr.
Hemant Patel and Mr. Francis Abreo from the
technical sales team worked tirelessly.

9235 WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE – An
easy to install, thin, load-bearing waterproofing
membrane designed specifically for the special
requirements tile, stone and brick installations.
Equipped with anti-microbial technology Inhibits the growth of stain-causing bacteria on
the waterproofing membrane.

As a result, the LATICRETE Middle East team,
Consultants (Person & Cracknell), and the
Green & More Landscape Company were all
satisfied with the project’s outcome. When
combined, 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed, 9235
Waterproofing Membrane, 254 Platinum, and
Spectralock Pro Grout, the entire project was
covered by the LATICRETE system warranty.

3701 FORTIFIED MORTAR BED - A polymer
fortified blend of carefully selected polymers,
portland cement and graded aggregates.
254 Platinum - The ultimate one-step, polymer
fortified, thin-set mortar for interior and exterior
installation of ceramic tile, stone, quarry tile,
pavers and brick.
SPECTRALOCK® PRO Grout* - A patented, high
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when using these towels that they are rotated. Rotate the towel after every 3
or 4 ft2 (0.3 – 0.4 m2) or the towel will become saturated and redistribute
the sealer rather than remove the excess. This can lead to the formation of
residue haze.
Keep your tile and grout looking great by following some precautions from the
Stone and Tile Care Guide.

Tile Care Do’s and Don’t’s

Care Guide for Tile & Grout
There may be times that any water-based sealer can cause a white haze
residue to develop on the surface of stone. There are various reasons why
this can happen. The residue can appear due to over application of the
sealer, not enough of product being applied, and/or not wiping off excess
sealer in the stated time.
Appearance of Residue:
The hazy white residue that can appear after applying a water-based sealer
often looks like hard water deposits on the surface of the stone. This
residue may make a polished stone surface look dull because the residue is
on top of the original finish of the substrate. Simply stated, this is referred
to as sealer residue.
Causes of Residue & How to Avoid:
As always, to avoid complications when using sealers, it is important
to read, understand and follow the directions as stated on the product
packaging. Failure to do so can, and often does, lead to improperly used
material. If you have any questions regarding the use, installation or
maintenance of the sealer or sealed stone, please contact our Technical
Services.
When excessive amounts of a water-based sealer are applied to the surface
of stone, some will penetrate into the stone as it is designed to perform.
The rest will stay on the surface where it will remain if not properly
removed. This excess sealer will start to form the white haze which may
become more and more difficult to remove as time passes.
It is important to note that in all cases, it is necessary to wipe the surface
of the sealed stone (while it is still wet) with a clean, dry, absorbent
terry cloth towel to remove excess sealer and polish the surface. Even if
it appears as if there is no sealer on the surface to remove, the procedure
of removing the sealer must still be performed. Failing to do this step will
almost certainly lead to the stone having a haze on the surface.
Natural stone and cement based grouts all have a variety of absorbencies,
so it is important to use the sealer that is appropriate for the purpose
and the materials being sealed. If a dense stone (e.g. granite) is sealed
with an excessive amount of a water-based sealer (e.g. STONETECH®
Bulletproof®) the sealer which does not absorb into the granite will dry
and form the white haze residue. If the applicator allows the sealer to
sit on the surface, without letting it dry, and then removes the excess
within the time stated by the sealer manufacturer (i.e. 10 – 15 minutes
for STONETECH BULLETPROOF) the chances of the haze forming are
minimized or eliminated. When wiping the excess sealer off the substrates
we recommend clean, dry white terry cloth towels. It is very important that
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DO use STONETECH® sealers to protect your stone and tile.
DO clean up spills immediately to minimize damage to your stone and
tile.
DO place a small rug or mat at entry ways to trap dirt and small sand
from normal foot traffic.
DO clean surfaces regularly with STONETECH® Revitalizer® Cleaner and
Protector or STONETECH® Stone & Tile Cleaner.
DO call the Technical Support for maintenance assistance.
DON’T use abrasive cleaners such as dry cleaners or soft cleaners.
Sealing Tile & Grout
Ceramic and porcelain tile is a kiln-fired product. Available in glazed or
unglazed and baked under high heat making it very hard and often highly
resistant or impervious to liquid stains. Ceramic and porcelain tile is available
in a multitude of colors, textures and shapes and is often designed to mirror
natural stone surfaces and generally is easier to take care of than most natural
stone surfaces.
(Continued ...page 18)
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The surface of most ceramic and porcelain tile does not need to be sealed,
although some require a light application of a penetrating sealer to fill the
micro pores on the surface of the tile. However, the grout joint between
the tiles is usually very porous and generally made of a cement-based
material.
Therefore, grout joints typically will need to be sealed and maintained
properly to prevent stains and discoloration. There are a wide variety
of sealers available, so you need to select one for your specific needs.
Impregnating sealers go into the grout joint and protect against water- and
oil-based stains. Industry professionals now recognize that grout is best
protected with a fluorochemical-based sealer.
Cleaning Tile & Grout
Keeping your ceramic, porcelain tile & grout free of dust and dry, sandy
soil will minimize scratches, wear patterns and grout soiling that can
develop from everyday use and traffic. Sweep, dust or vacuum surfaces
regularly to remove loose soil and dust.
Clean your tile & grout using warm water and a clean nonabrasive cloth
sponge or mop. Use a neutral cleaner that is specially formulated for
ceramic, porcelain tile & grout to help remove soils that sweeping, dusting,
vacuuming or damp mopping leave behind.
Do not use ordinary household cleaners, as you may degrade the sealer
that was applied to the grout to protect against stains. This includes not
using acidic or alkaline cleaners, bleach, abrasives or ammoniated cleaners.
Countertops and Vanities
Use a pH-balanced cleaner to keep surfaces clean from everyday soils and
stains. Cleaning products with protector are also available, which not only
cleans but also reinforces sealer on grout.

What To Do When Spills Occur
Grout Etching
Ceramic and porcelain tile is usually impervious or highly resistant to staining.
However, grout may be a different story. Substances that are highly acidic,
such as orange juice, coffee, vinegar, wine, tomato-based products, mustard
and many soft drinks will most likely leave an “etch,” a chemical reaction
that may leave a dull area or mark. Properly sealing the grout will give you
time to wipe up a spill to avoid staining, but it cannot prevent etching. In
addition, ordinary household cleaners with colored dyes or those containing
bleach, ammonia or abrasives are not recommended for ceramic, porcelain tile
& grout. They may damage the surface and likely degrade the sealer that is
applied to the grout, which provides stain protection.
Food Spills
Scoop up food with a plastic spoon. Blot with a dry white cloth. Spray the
area with a neutral cleaner and wipe off excess with a clean cloth.
Liquid Spills
Blot up the excess with a clean, dry cloth. Then clean the area with a pHbalanced cleaner and wipe off excess with a clean cloth.
Mud
Let the mud stain dry completely. Remove dried mud with a soft plastic nylon
brush. Spray affected area with a neutral cleaner and wipe off excess with a
clean cloth.
Note: Information is for reference purposes only. Please follow label directions
on back of actual products. For stone care and maintenance, please visit our
webiste www.laticrete.me.

Floor Surfaces
Vacuum or dust frequently using a clean non-treated dry dust mop. Sand,
dirt, and grit may scratch your tile or build-up on your grout joint leading
to discoloration. Mats or area rugs inside and outside an entrance will help
minimize the potential damage from these particles.
Damp mop your tile floor with a diluted solution of neutral cleaner. Try
to stay off the floor until it is completely dry, as wet tile floors may be
slippery.
Bath and Other Wet Areas
For daily maintenance cleaning, use a neutral, pH-balanced cleaner to
clean everyday soils and stains. In the bath, or other wet areas, using a
squeegee after each use can help minimize this build-up.
Restoring Tile & Grout
For cleaning and restoring old ceramic, porcelain tile & grout to like new
condition, we recommend using an acidic cleaner designed for this surface.
This will remove tough soap scum, hard water deposits, grout haze, and
efflorescence. If you have heavy grease and oil stains, pre-clean using
an alkaline cleaner formulated for ceramic and porcelain tile. This will cut
through tough grease and soil stains.
After restoring your tile and grout, remember to seal with an impregnating
sealer to guard against future stains.
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Security threats in virtual world
By, Santosh Bhattarai
IT LATICRETE MEA

T

Before going to what these safety procedures are, let’s first
understand how these cybercriminals or hackers work.

Before the pandemic, the world was divided into the pros and cons of
smartphones, social media, and the stuff that make the digital world
- some embraced the technology while some were wary about it. But
now, there is no question of survival without the internet (unless one
wants to live like Tarzan).

Online users are like fish in a sea, and hackers are like fishermen
looking for the fattest and juiciest tuna. Their basic trick is to send
irrelevant or unsolicited messages to a large number of users
luring them with false advertisements, winning the lottery, and
other exciting offers.

The post-COVID world has gone online. However, as we easily and
happily move to a digital world, we need to understand that the virtual
world has real dangers. Yes, you could get robbed while shopping online
or worse lose your entire life’s saving from your bank account.

Nowadays most phishing attacks are sent by email where the
bad guys will register a fake domain that mimics a genuine
organization and sends thousands out thousands of generic
requests. The fake domain often involves character substitution,
like using ‘r’ and ‘n’ next to each other to create ‘rn’ instead of
‘m’. Alternatively, they might use the organization’s name in the
local part of the email address (such as paypal@domainregistrar.
com) in the hopes that the sender’s name will simply appear as
‘PayPal’ in the recipient’s inbox.

he internet has been around for a few decades but it was only in
2020 that humans became completely dependent on it.

Now that we’ve moved our personal information online i.e. on laptops,
smartphones, and iPads, it is pertinent that we know how to protect
them from theft.
The virtual world is an interconnection of digital devices. This means
that if your device has an internet connection it can be accessed from
any device, by anyone and from anywhere in the world. Well not
everyone. People who break into your devices are called ‘hackers’.
They are smart and intelligent computer programmers and will go to all
lengths to gain access to your personal information.
However, there is no need to panic. All digital devices usually come with
some basic inbuilt security. These security measures can be as simple as
unwanted mail filtering, whitelisting/blacklisting the apps, identifying
the verified source, etc. While organizations and businesses invest a
huge amount on security infrastructure and services to protect their
data, but it only works and gives appropriate results when they have
proper configuration and implementation in the first place.
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There are many ways to spot a phishing email, but as a general
rule, you should always check the source of the email address of a
message that asks you to click a link or download an attachment.
For the basic and regular user’s hackers are trouble enough.
So keep a strong password, activate those firewalls, keep your
management console secured, update your device, and don’t click
on the SPAM. If you still think the email in your spam is from a
legitimate source consult with your IT. That should work for now.
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LEVEL PRIMER

LEVEL PRIMER is a concentrated premium quality, water-based
primer designed to be applied prior to the installation of self-leveling
underlayments & toppings. Contains acrylic polymers and selected
surface activation agents which penetrate deeply into the substrate and
maximize bond strength.

PACKAGING:

5 L jug, 4 jugs per carton,
28 cartons per pallet.
Also available in 20 L

MIXING:

LEVEL PRIMER is a ready-to-use product.

FEATURES/BENEFITS:
■
LEVEL PRIMER can be used on a wide range of substrates.
■
LEVEL PRIMER may be broom, roller, or spray applied.
*See Leverl Primer (MEA) Data Sheet for complete warranty information.
^Approximate, approximation

Mix well and use it.
See the data-sheet to know more about all other technical details.

Coverage Approximately^
■ 5-6M2 Per Ltr.

Improved formula to replace
SC 500 Primer & Admix and Primer
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